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Assessment:

In this article, the early signs of Parkinson’s disease, as well as potential biomarkers,

were discussed in order to find possible ways to diagnose the disease early on in order to

prevent a late diagnosis. This study in specific stood out to me because it is essential to

diagnose deadly diseases such as this early on in one’s life; a late diagnosis can be very harmful.

In specific, the existence of microRNA’s in one’s blood was looked at to be a potential biomarker

or sign of Parkinson’s disease.

Parkinson’s disease is an age-related neurodegenerative disorder with increasing

prevalence, disability, and deaths worldwide due to the rise of the aging population. As there is

a rise in the population of people of older ages, there is a rise in Parkinson’s and other

neurodegenerative diseases. The age-standardized mortality rate increased from 8.5% in 1990

to 32.7% in 2016. Young-onset PD occurs in individuals aged 40 years and below and affects



approximately 15% of all PD patients. 90% of the cases are sporadic, however, 10% of the cases

are caused by genetics with autosomal dominant or recessive inheritance.

MicroRNA is a single-stranded non-coding small RNA capable of negatively regulating the

mRNAs expression by binding to the 3’-untranslated region. Since miRNAs are stably expressed

in circulating biofluids, their expression could be used as biomarkers in various stages of

Parkinson’s Disease development and clinical manifestation.

In order to test if miRNA is a biomarker in determining the chance to develop Parkinson’s

Disease, this study incorporated a total of 28 idiopathic Parkinson’s Disease patients attending

the neurology clinic at Hospital Chancellor Tunku Muhriz UKM. Following recruitment, PD

patients were divided into two groups: EOPD if their age of onset was less than 50 years (14

participants) and LOPD if their age of onset was greater than 50 years (14 participants). Healthy

patients, aged between 24 to 60 years with no symptoms or family history of

neurodegenerative diseases or Parkinsonism were recruited as healthy controls (11 participants)

and were stratified into two groups according to age. Those aged less than 50 years became

early-onset controls (5 participants), while those aged greater than 50 years became late-onset

controls (6 participants).

As a result of this study, it was found that the mean onset age for the early onset

patients was 42.3 years, while the mean onset age of late-onset patients was at 61.4 years.

There were no differences in gender, ethnicity, and disease distribution between the two

groups. Comparison between Parkinson’s Disease cases and healthy controls showed that

among the 273 differentially expressed miRNAs, three miRNAs and their predicted target genes

were associated with Parkinson’s disease. Moreover, several AKT1 genetic variants have been



reported in PD patients. In Han Chinese PD patients, the variant rs2498799 was significantly

associated with PD, as the G allele of rs2498799 was shown to decrease the risk of developing

Parkinson’s Disease. This shows that there are multiple possible genetic factors that are in play

with Parkinson’s disease and potential biomarkers.

Overall, this study serves to demonstrate the possible factors that can be used to

diagnose someone earlier in life with Parkinson’s disease before it progresses to later stages,

possibly saving lives.


